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2 Arguments

1. Our community does not exist within a vacuum. It exists within a larger 
international order, and how we perceive that order informs our 
community’s role and future within it.

1. The dichotomy between the sciences and the humanities should be 
challenged. IR offers an example of how dialogue between differing 
systems of knowing enriches discourse between the two communities. 



A. Not a VacuumA. Not a Vacuum



International Orders: A primer on IR theory

School of Thought    International Order                       Characteristics

International Society
English 

School

● Anarchy exists, but

● With common interests, intn’l norms of 

conduct can exist.

● Sovereignty, Territoriality, Nationalism ...

Universalism/ Civil 

Society*
Liberalism

● Global society “for mankind”.

● Individual over the state.

● Norms of equality, international justice.

AnarchyRealism

● Absence of higher authority.

● States fear other states.

● Norms of survivalism, self-interest, war, 

armaments.
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International Orders: A primer on IR theory

School of Thought    International Order                       Characteristics

Non-Western IR 

Theories

Decolonial 

Approach

es

● Chinese Tianxia Tributary System.

● Javanese conceptions of power.

● Post-Westphalian Orders of the  Umma 

and Khalsa Panth.

Colonial Nexus of 

Power

Post 

Colonialis

m

● Colonial Racial Hierarchies, Capitalism 

and Geopolitics knowledge of production 

dictate the global hierarchy.

World Systems/ 

Structural Imperialism

Internation

al Political 

Economy

● The world is divided between Centres 

and Peripheries by a division of labour, 

unequal exchange.
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The International Order Positions the Community

The Malay-Muslim/Singaporean Community within Orders:

- Anarchy: Norms of Mistrust, Pessimism, Primordialism.
- World Systems Theory: Are we a Centre, or are we a Periphery? 

Historically and in Current Contexts.
- Decolonial: Our own conception of International Relations.

International Orders inform our actions and responses:

- Covid-19
- Myanmar Coup
- Nasi Lemak Debates



B. The Sciences and the Humanities...

History, Literature, 

Economics, Geography

Humanities

● Donec risus dolor porta venenatis 

● Pharetra luctus felis

● Proin vel tellus in felis volutpat 

● Molestie nec amet cum sociis

Science

Seen within a dichotomy/ binary.                                             

Seen as separate.

Seen as a source of conflict.

Mathematics, Chemistry, 

Biology, Physics

VS

Entitlement and Arrogance.

Split between communities.

Technocracy/Science Superiority?



The Scientific within the Humanities,
The Humanities within the Sciences

- Need to reconfigure the relationship between the two.
- Overlaps? Nexus? Spectrum?

- The Legacy of Science as a discipline: the danger of “universal objective 
knowledge”.

- Scientific Knowledge as a key part of the lives we intend to understand in 
the Humanities. 



IR as an example of Discourse between the two.

- Ontology: What is the World made up of? What matters?
- Material World or the Ideational World.
- Diverse Complexities or Reducible Universal Trends.

- Epistemology: What is knowledge?
- What we can see/sense?
- Constructed, perceived and inter-subjective.

- Methodology: How do we find that knowledge?
- Statistics
- Observation
- Interviews
- Discourse Analysis



Formulation of diverse theses.

Critical/Post-positivist

“The UNHCR portrayals of refugees 

utilise feminisation and 

depoliticisation, which inform 

conventional and false knowledge 

of the forced migrant”.

“Understandings of a “civil-military” 

relation is incompatible with ideas 

on indigenous West African society, 

and its imposition in IR discourse 

inhibits any real problem-solving”.

Scientific/Positivist

“Externalising asylum-seeking 

processes is harmful to global 

refugee regime.”

“Granting militaries autonomy on 

the manipulation of violence 

ensures stable civil-military 

relations”.

“The higher the mobilisational 

capacity, the more likely will an 

armed ethnic group rebel”.

Forced Migration

Civil-Military 

Relations



Conclusions

1. Our community does not exist within a vacuum. It exists within a larger 
international order, and how we perceive that order informs our 
community’s role and future within it.

1. The dichotomy between the sciences and the humanities should be 
challenged. IR offers an example of how dialogue between differing 
systems of knowing enriches larger discourses. 


